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Mawson Gold Ltd. (TSX:MAW)

Exploration Update

Discovery of High-Grade Gold at Joki East
Impact: Positive

(Currency is CAD$ unless noted otherwise)
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Company Description
Mawson Gold Limited is an exploration and development
company. Mawson has distinguished itself as a leading
Nordic Arctic exploration company with a focus on the
flagship Rompas-Rajapalot gold cobalt project in Finland.
The company also recently acquired several assets in the
Victorian Goldfields region in Australia.

Mawson Gold announced assay results from two holes completed at its
Joki East prospect, part of its 100%-owned Rajapalot project in Finland.
We view the discovery of high-grade gold at another prospect positively,
as it indicates the potential expansion of mineralization present at the
Rajapalot project. Exploration success leading to the discovery of
additional resource areas at Rajapalot, could warrant an increase in
the ~C$196M value (C$0.71/sh) we ascribe to Mawson’s Finnish assets.
Highlights:
Discovery of high-grade gold. Joki East is located 1,600m NE of the
Raja resource area (Figure 1) and is permitted for year-round drill
access. A total of eight holes have been completed at the prospect so
far, with two holes returning: 1) 28.3 g/t Au over 1.6m (PAL0241) and
2) 0.9 g/t Au over 1.0m (PAL0240). Moreover, from the eight holes
drilled to date, visible gold has been identified in four holes. Drilling
however has been paused for a period of four weeks, in order to assess
results and undertake electromagnetic geophysical surveys.
Mineralization is thin but high-grade. Drilling to date has defined a
body of 50-60m across strike and 120m down plunge, with
mineralization remaining open in all directions. The host rocks to the
gold mineralization at Joki East are similar to the mineralization
observed at the Raja and Palokas resource areas, indicating the
potential to expand the resource estimate at Rajapalot. An 18km drill
program is planned to commence at the project in late November to
expand the mineral resource estimate released by Mawson in
September.
Steady flow of drill results expected for the next several months.
Mawson currently has three drill rigs turning in Australia (one at
Sunday Creek, one at Red Castle and one in Queensland) and is
expected to ramp-up drilling in Finland to five rigs by late- December.
With multiple rigs turning on multiple projects we expect a steady
flow of drill results to be released in the coming months.
Valuation:
A steady stream of drill results could re-rate Mawson towards our
C$0.90/sh target. Mawson currently trades at a modest premium to
peers (US$95/oz, peers at US$77/oz), suggesting the market is pricing in
limited value for the compan s Australian projects and the resource
expansion we see as probable in Finland. We are maintaining our BUY
rating and target of C$0.90/sh for Mawson. Our target is based on a sum
of the parts valuation (see previous note). Upcoming Catalysts: 1) Drill
results from Australia - Redcastle and Sunday Creek (Q4/20) and 2)
Exploration results from Finland (Q4/20).
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Figure 1: Plan of the Rajapalot project showing the location of the drill holes
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and British Columbia, and is a member of the Investment Industry Organization of Canada
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the companies mentioned in this document and may buy and/or sell their securities.
Additionally, Red Cloud Securities Inc. may have provided in the past, and may provide in
the future, certain advisory or corporate finance services and receive financial and other
incentives from issuers as consideration for the provision of such services.
Red Cloud Securities Inc. has prepared this document for general information purposes
only. This document should not be considered a solicitation to purchase or sell securities or
a recommendation to buy or sell securities. The information provided has been derived
from sources believed to be accurate but cannot be guaranteed. This document does not
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The analyst has visited the head office of the issuer or has viewed its material
operations.
The issuer paid for or reimbursed the analyst for a portion or all of the travel expense
associated with a visit.
In the last 12 months preceding the date of issuance of the research report or
recommendation, Red Cloud Securities Inc. has performed investment banking
services or has been retained under a service or advisory agreement by the issuer.
In the last 12 months, a partner, director or officer of Red Cloud Securities Inc., or the
analyst involved in the preparation of the research report has received compensation
for investment banking services from the issuer.
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securities.
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The analyst who prepared this research report was compensated from revenues
generated solel b the Red Cloud Securities Inc s Investment Banking Department
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Dissemination
Red Cloud Securities Inc. distributes its research products simultaneously, via email, to its
authorized client base. All research is then available on www.redcloudsecurities.com via
login and password.
Analyst Certification
Any Red Cloud Securities Inc. research analyst named on this report hereby certifies that
the recommendations and/or opinions expressed herein accurately reflect such research
anal st s personal views about the companies and securities that are the subject of this
report. In addition, no part of any research anal st s compensation is or will be directl or
indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by such research
analyst in this report.
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